The patterns and risks for disease spreading of cattle movement in China
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ABSTRACT

In order to reduce the risks for the spread of disease in cattle movements, we investigated China’s cattle breeding and movement pattern, analyzed risk factors of disease infection caused by long-distance movement, explored the relevant risk management measures and conjectured the direction of cattle movement based on the regional distribution of cattle inventory and beef price. We also constructed a market value chain in live cattle movements and qualitatively analyzed the risks for unapparent infection in the process of movement. Meanwhile, we put forward a long-term policy of reducing the risks for unapparent infection and animal health supervision measures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the development of animal husbandry and the improvement of people’s living standards, as well as the implementation of various standardized cattle breeding programs in the national west development, animal movements become more frequent and the risks for the spread of animal disease get higher and higher. Canada, Britain, Denmark, Sweden and some other countries’ research results showed that livestock and poultry movement plays an important role in the spread of animal disease. The researchers also suggested that in the management of animal movements we should pay attention to the following points: 1) Mixed degree, which means the mixed level of directly infected animals and indirectly infected animals; 2) Dispersion degree, that is, one buys infected animals from another seller, then the infected animals involved in trading become scattered in the whole group of animals; 3) Complicated sources degree, namely, the buyer will buy animals from a number of sources [1-8]. However, the relevant research in China is scarce [9].

Due to the lack of professional knowledge and effective means to assess disease risks in the process of cattle movements, most farmers can’t catch the key points in disease prevention, and constantly introduce new disease or exogenous disease, which makes a serious threat to livestock health and huge loss to production [1,7,9,10-12]. In order to reduce the risks for spread of disease in cattle movements, through describing the cattle markets and analyzing the risks in the process of cattle movements, this article wanted to provide the advice about the prevention of animal disease to farmers, practitioners and other related staffs in cattle movements and the reference to establish the disease spread mathematical model and dynamic model [3].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Central Location Survey

The data of cattle price, including the price of cattle and buffalo specialized breeding or replaced for meat, was collected from the 336 national animal disease sentinel surveillance stations and border monitoring stations in China (the left of Figure 1).
2.2. Field Survey

The cattle movement data was collected through field survey. We randomly drew 10 counties and chose 68 farms, 18 trading markets and 11 abattoirs in Jilin, Shandong, Henan, Sichuan and Guangdong provinces to describe the cattle movement pattern. The distribution of surveyed counties is shown as the right of Figure 1.

2.3. Laboratory Test

We chose cattle by stratified sampling method in 5 surveyed provinces and detected the cattle mycoplasma pneumonia by RT-PCR.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Description of Cattle Movements

3.1.1. Regional Distribution of Cattle

Most of cattle breeding in China were distributed in Northeast, North, Northwest and Southwest China, while the two highest breeding density regions were Northeast and North China, as shown in the Figure 2.

3.1.2. Variance of Cattle Price

The difference of cattle breeding stock’s regional distribution leads to the difference of cattle’s price to some extent. According to our survey, the price of killing cattle in Fujian provinces was highest, with an average of 27.6 RMB/kg, while the price in Hainan provinces was lowest, with an average of 11.7 RMB/kg, and the former was 2.4 times higher than the latter. Figure 3 shows the regional distribution of killing cattle’s price. By comparing Figure 3 with Figure 2, we got a tentative conclusion that the higher the density of cattle breeding, the lower the price of cattle in the same region. Correlation analysis showed that there was significant association between the local price of cattle and density of cattle breeding, and the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was \(-0.336\), which means a negative correlation exists between them.

3.1.3. Directions of Cattle Movements

According to the survey, the number of cattle transported across the provinces accounted for about 20% of the total trading volume. By comparing Figure 4 with Figure 3, we got the following conclusions. 1) The cattle’s price contributed to their flow directions; 2) Most of the fattening cattle came from Northeast and North China and were transported to the other parts of the country; 3) Most of the adult cattle came from Northeast, Northwest and North China and were transported to Southeast China; 4) The principal cattle repository centers were distributed in Jilin, Liaoning, Shandong, Hebei and Henan provinces; 5) Jiangsu, Anhui, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong provinces and other south-eastern provinces got adult cattle from the provinces mentioned in item 4 to slaughter and sell out.

3.2. Analysis of Cattle Markets

3.2.1. Cattle Breeding and Sales

The basic characteristics of cattle breeding in China are dispersed breeding, centralized fattening and the vast majority of calf being bred in backyard. According to statistics, the number of cattle stocks in backyard (less than 10 cattle) accounted for about two-thirds of the total cattle stocks, while small-scale farms (from 10 to 50 cattle) accounted for 1/6 and commercial farms (more than 50 cattle) accounted for the rest, as shown in the Figure 5.

3.2.2. Market Value Chain of Live Cattle Movement

Our study showed that the market value chains of live
Figure 2. The distribution of cattle breeding stock and breeding density (left is the distribution of breeding stock and right is the distribution of breeding density at the end of 2007).

Figure 3. The distribution of killing cattle’s price (do not include the data of Tibet Autonomous Region).

Figure 4. The directions of live cattle movements (left shows the directions of fattening cattle movements and right shows the directions of adult cattle movements, they do not include the data of Tibet Autonomous Region).
cattle movement were complicated but regular, and the chains mainly included two types: one was backyard—market—fattening farm—abattoir, another is backyard—market—backyard—market—abattoir. About 20% of the calves bred by in backyard were sold directly, 50% were sold when they reached the weight range from 150 kg to 350 kg, and the rest sold when they were grown up. The fattening farms purchased calf or fattening cattle from markets, and then they sold out to abattoirs directly after fattening. The whole process of live cattle movement was showed in the Figures 6 and 7.

3.2.3. Transaction in Live Cattle Markets

The main characteristics of cattle transaction in China are sellers trading in live cattle markets and brokers participating in the process of buying and selling. According to our survey, about 20% of cattle sold once in their lifetime, 60% sold twice and the rest sold more than 3 times. In other words, the total trading volume was 1.5 - 2 times larger than the actual number of slaughtered cattle. Large trading markets could influence the trading volume of several provinces, while farmers markets or small-scale trading markets only used to purchase and sell local cattle. In addition, the trading volume of the biggest market was more than 200,000 capita in the surveyed provinces. The cattle trading market and vehicle used to transport cattle were showed in Figure 8.

It was common that brokers participated in live cattle transactions and two main patterns included in this process. 1) They bought cattle from backyards and fattening farms, and then they sold out after short-term feeding; 2) They played a role of mediator in the process of buying and selling and charged brokerage fees when the deal succeeded. Besides, most of brokers had low educational level and had engaged in this work for a long period.

3.3. Risk Analysis to Disease Infection in Cattle Movements

There exist three risk factors in market value chain. 1) Initial risk, which contributes to infection in cattle movements; 2) Contact risk, mainly exists in the process of trading; 3) Mixed risk, which makes animal disease transmits more easily in the mixed flock.

3.3.1. Initial Risk

Most cattle are bred in backyard, where the disease prevention conditions are generally poor, biosafety measures are incomplete and recessive carriers abound. In addition, we did the serological test of cattle mycoplasma pneumonia for 19 cattle, and it showed that the individual positive rate of cattle mycoplasma pneumonia was 52%, the group positive rate reached up to 89.5%. In other words, there exists a high carrier risk in the process of backyard cattle trading.

3.3.2. Contact Risk

Contact risk mainly exists in three processes. 1) In the process of buying, shared vehicles or other transportations can carry pathogens; 2) In the process of short-term breeding, it makes direct transmission among cattle from different sources possible; 3) In the process of trading in the markets, these cattle from different sources can get cross-infection. In addition, the exposure risk exists in
Figure 6. Market value chain of live cattle movement.

Figure 7. The process of flocks mixing in cattle movements.

Figure 8. The trading market and transport (left is one of the live cattle trading markets we investigated and right is a common vehicle used to transport cattle).

The environment of all above processes. As we can see in Figure 9, under the condition of brokers’ participation, it takes 15 days to accomplish a complete chain from cattle movement to mixed flock breeding, which is just as same
duration as the incubation period of the disease such as FMD. Some initial infected cattle will be attacked due to low immunity and a lot of cattle in the incubation period will carry the pathogens to make disease a long distance spread. The statistical results of our study showed that the onset of FMD was common in the process of animal movements, while the onset of cattle mycoplasma pneumonia was occasionally seen in the process of animal movements. Moreover, in the investigation period, we found cattle dead of disease in the markets.

3.3.3. Mixed Risk

In the market chain, all adult cattle are slaughtered and about 30% of calf and 80% of fattening cattle are resold for being bred again. The stress conditions, such as Long-distance transport, changes of environment and food in cattle movements, will increase the risk of infection. In addition, if farmers mix flocks directly without taking quarantine measures, the risk of the spread of disease will increase, too. **Figure 9** visually shows the risk of unapparent infection in live cattle market chain.

### 4. CONCLUSION

By modeling the live cattle trading market value chain in China and analyzing the risk factors of animal disease spread in cattle movements, we draw the following conclusions. Backyards in high breeding density regions (such as Northeast and North China, etc.), all the brokers and large trading markets should be the key objects in the prevention and control of animal disease in cattle movements. 1) The vaccine immunization and disease surveillance of cattle in backyards should be strengthened, and backyards’ breeding environment and the level of biological safety should be improved; 2) The general animal disease’s prevention and control knowledge lecture should be held regularly among brokers to propagandize, educate and answer some common questions; 3) The behaviors of large trading markets should be regulated; 4) No sharing vehicles and quarantine measures should be taken before flocks mixing.
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